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Most private equity professionals, particularly  
those focused on mid-market businesses, have 
extensive experience of investing in founder-led 
businesses. When conversations turn to discussing 
management ‘issues’ within portfolio companies, 
most investors have ‘founder’ anecdotes to swap; 
whether it’s the dominant founder who struggled to 
let go once he removed himself from an operational 
role, or the founder who was admired like a rock 
star within his industry and drove the growth of  
his business singlehandedly.

Many of the world’s most well-known businesses – think Apple, 
Berkshire Hathaway, Home Depot, Carphone Warehouse – are,  
or have been for the formative years of their development, 
founder-managed. These businesses are renowned almost as  
much for their highly charismatic and visible founders as they  
are for their products.

Ruediger Fahlenbach, assistant professor of finance at Ohio 
State University’s Fisher College of Business, has conducted 
extensive research around why founders are often seen as the 
key driver of an organisation’s success www.management-issues.
com/2006/8/24/research/founder-led-firms-do-better-on-the-
stock-market.asp. “Some of it may have to do with pride and 
motivation,” he explains. “A founder walks into his company’s 
headquarters, and it may be his name that is above the door.  
Not only is that motivating for the founder, but it may be 
motivating for employees as well – they may be very happy to  
be working for a visionary in their industry, and that makes 
them work a little harder.” 

The enthusiasm, drive and dedication that many business founders 
display are inspirational and a stark reminder of what can be 
achieved as a result of diligent pursuit. It is also often easier to 
associate yourself with an individual than a corporate institution. 
As a result, successful business founders are very effective 
marketing tools for their organisation and can reach cult status 
within their industry segments and beyond (think Steve Jobs, 
Richard Branson, Philip Green…). 

However, founder-led management structures are not without 
their challenges. These challenges can intensify at times of large-
scale transitions such as a change of ownership, rapid growth,  
and adjustments to the role and involvement of the founder. 
We have worked with an array of private equity professionals 
over the years, all of whom have experienced a variety of different 
challenges when buying into founder-led businesses. Some of 
these included power struggles and emotive conflict at the top, 
highly centralised decision-making which led to bottle necks and 
slow execution, lack of succession planning and key man risks, to 
name but a few.

For most fast–growing, founder-led businesses, inevitably 
there comes a point when the organisation becomes too sizable 
and complex to be run by just one individual or a small group 
of founding individuals. Stepping back and making room for 
additional skills, experience and capabilities to add to those of 
the founder(s) becomes critical to ensuring that the business 
can scale sustainably. Further, investors are naturally keen that 
additional support around key organisational processes is injected 
into founder-led firms to allow for effective controls and risk 
management further down the line. After all, businesses do not 
only need to be backable – they need to be sellable too.

We have worked with 35 management teams since our inception 
in 2009, and more than half of these businesses have been 
founder-led. Whilst founders, investors, board members and 
employees naturally struggle with different aspects of these 
transitions, commonalities remain.

In our experience, the key questions for most stakeholders  
during such times are:

•  What makes this particular founder-led 
business tick? What are the opportunities and risks 
associated with this?

•  How should the private equity ownership transition 
be managed and what roles or responsibilities (if any)  
need to remain with the founders?

•  What additional skills and capabilities have to 
be brought into the team to move the business 
forward? What type of individuals will be a good 
fit with the current culture?

•  What processes and mechanisms will support 
this transition? 

•  What should the structure, governance and 
decision-making processes look like?

Answers to these questions depend on the context of the 
business and the nature of the transition; none are straightforward 
or can be addressed by ‘box-ticking’. Drawing on our experience, 
however, we have tried to shed some light on how these questions 
can be framed.
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The aesthete and product lover

The aesthete and product lover is the best ambassador his 
business could wish for. His passion for his product/service 
and what he is trying to do is infectious. For the aesthete, 
it is not about fuelling innovation for innovation’s sake; 
it is about providing what feels right for his customers. 
In aesthete-led firms, customers are treated like kings. 
Founders that fall into this category are often found in 
service-based or less technical arenas.  You may also find 
more women in this category than in any other. 

Aesthete-led businesses have a strong service ethos. 
Focus lies on providing something that is inherently 
different from what is already out there. Aesthetes tend 
not to compete on price; rather, their focus lies on making 
their business the best it can be and making customers feel 
good about what they are buying. As a result, their internal 
culture is often highly developed and overtly celebrated. 
Coming into these businesses as an outsider might feel 
difficult and challenging at first, almost like being a guest 
at a family reunion.

The most severe challenges for aesthetes centre on scaling 
the business profitably. How do you balance service and 
quality with protecting margins and penetrating bigger 
markets? How can you protect the customer focus in a 
rapidly growing business? How do you protect the ethos 
and infectious love for the product once the founder leaves?

“�Focus�lies�on�providing�something��
that�is�inherently�different�from��
what�is�already�out�there.”��

“�The�most�severe�challenges�for��
aesthetes�centre�on�scaling�the��
business�profitably.”�

Identifying “founder types”: what are the typical characteristics? 
Most founders are strong characters with a compelling vision, relentless determination and infectious enthusiasm.  
They are prepared to take risks for what they believe in and some feel more comfortable being in charge than  
transferring responsibilities to somebody else. Depending on their plans for the future, their values and motivation, 
founders face different challenges when scaling and selling their businesses. Having worked with a vast variety of  
founders, we have developed four broad categories of founder. Whilst some individuals fit neatly into only one category, 
some display characteristics of several.
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The opportunistic serial offender

The opportunist will have deep experience within their 
industry. More often than not, they will have a strong track-
record spanning successes and failures alike. They do not 
necessarily focus on building businesses from the ground 
up, but rather focus on spotting opportunities in businesses 
with underleveraged potential. The opportunist is well 
versed in assessing such potential and identifying key risk 
areas. They provide the vision and know-how to grow and 
take the business to the next level.  

The opportunist has experience in courting money-givers 
and builds the business’s proposition and investment case 
around generating returns for himself and his backers 
alike. He is an entrepreneur by heart and specialises in 
taking calculated risks.  He often has a strong, dominant 
personality which, ultimately, will split opinions. He does not 
need to love his product to be an engaging ambassador – 
for him it is simply about maximising the bottom line. 

As a result, opportunist-led businesses often have a very 
strong performance and results culture. Focus is less on 
the ethos of the business and more on the execution of 
its plans. The culture can be seen as overly demanding 
and cutthroat, which may result in a higher turnover of 
employees than is seen in other businesses. However, 
objectives and targets tend to be clear and there is no  
doubt about what success looks like.

“�The�opportunist�provides�the�vision��
and�know-how�to�take�the�business��
to�the�next�level.”��

“�The�culture�can�be�cutthroat,�which��
may�result�in�a�higher�turnover�of�
employees�than�elsewhere.”�
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The specialist ‘propeller head’

Propeller heads live for what they do. They’re often at 
the top of their profession and considered icons in their 
industries. Propeller heads want to push the boundaries 
and create a legacy of innovation within their chosen field 
of specialism.  For the propeller head, founding his own 
company was a necessity – no other business would give 
him the freedom and budget to further his knowledge, 
develop the best and latest product or service, or seek 
accolades amongst his ‘specialist’ peers.

This type of founder is often found in highly technical 
fields such as engineering, IT, pharma and research. For 
them, profit is not what matters; they strive for what is 
possible within their given field. Many are less interested in 
administrative and logistical requirements and tend to like 
the idea of being in charge and taking full responsibility. 
This may result in them being pushed into a CEO role as 
the business grows, taking them away from what they love 
most: exercising their craft. 

Propeller heads are good at attracting talent and, in turn, 
talent is eager to learn from them. However, they may be 
less accustomed to bringing people up through the ranks, as 
systematic people management is not one of their strengths. 

Their businesses often have less established business 
processes and can lack controls around costs; after all,  
for the propeller head, it is primarily about innovation  
and not returns.  The constant struggle for them is keeping 
the business afloat operationally whilst pushing the 
boundaries in their field.

“�For�the�propeller�head,�founding��
his�own�company�was�a�necessity.”��

“�The�constant�struggle�is�keeping�the�
business�afloat�whilst�pushing�the�
boundaries�in�their�field.”�
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The founder team

Founder teams often consist of good friends or former 
colleagues who met in previous (often corporate) roles, and 
have developed the vision for their business out of a feeling 
that ‘things could be done differently and better’. Their skills 
and experiences tend to be complementary; for example, 
one of them might be the ‘product guy’ whilst the other 
fulfils a financial and administrative role.  Many founder 
teams are reluctant entrepreneurs and might be relatively 
inexperienced in running their own business. Founding 
principles often centre on equality and true partnership 
where nobody takes the overt lead and individuals’ 
contributions are rewarded equally.

Founder team-led businesses often have a strong culture 
where the ‘doing things differently and better’ ethos 
prevails.  The atmosphere is often relaxed and non-
hierarchical. Individuals brought into the business have 
bought into the idea of entering into a partnership where 
you are not a number but a valued member of the team. 

These businesses are often less defined in terms of their 
governance structures and decision-making processes.  
Founders believe in the strength of their relationships 
with one another and can be less diligent in defining and 
contracting the ‘rules of their game’. Founder teams might, 
for example, run their businesses as joint MDs/CEOs with 
little definition around how these roles might evolve. Power 
struggles can be commonplace as a result, which can lead to 
difficult and emotional disputes and even a breakup of  
the partnership. 

“�Founder�team-led�businesses��
have�a�strong�culture�where�the�
‘doing�things�differently�and��
better’�ethos�prevails.”��

“�Power�struggles�can�be�
commonplace,�which�can�lead�to�
difficult�and�emotional�disputes.”�
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Understanding the objectives, motivations  
and longer-term success factors of the  
individuals involved  

“It takes great sensitivity and empathy from the investor’s side 
to approach negotiations and planning sessions with business 
founders,” comments Lewis Bantin, Investment Manager of ECI.  
“As an investor, you are immediately sensitive to the fact that the 
founders have a lot of influence in their businesses and are, more 
often than not, absolutely critical to its success. Whilst a financial 
or corporate may focus primarily on considerations around 
valuation and deliverability of the investment during negotiations, 
a founder is more likely to discuss the stewardship and legacy of 
his business first and foremost.”

“Engaging effectively with founder-led businesses definitely is 
more an art than a science,” explains Ricardo Caupers, Associate 
Principal of Palamon Capital Partners. “You have to be open to 
adapting your approach. Working with successful entrepreneurs 
over prolonged periods of time makes it impossible not to fall in 
love with their enthusiasm, dedication and drive – this respect and 
admiration is essential when forging a productive relationship.”

However, founders also need to be aware of the objectives of their 
institutional investors. A recent client of ours emphasised this: 
“I work hard to ensure that we deliver what we promised; I am 
acutely aware that our investors need to deliver a profitable return 
upon exit and I am determined to get them there. After all, they 
believed in our business and I will not disappoint them.”

Building a clear platform for open  
communication and rigorous debate

In 99.9 per cent of all ownership transitions, all of the individuals 
involved are desperate to make the deal work. Nobody wants to 
be difficult and stand in the way of success, but at times potential 
conflict areas are not addressed overtly enough. Issues need to be 
tabled and dealt with to ensure that all partners are clear on where 
the others stand and what needs to be done to move forward.

Anthony Bellau, Investment Manager at August Equity explains: 
“Effective management of ownership transitions requires that all 
parties feel comfortable to voice their opinions and concerns - it’s 
very much a two way discussion which needs to be taken seriously 
and must not be buried in the minutiae of a deal process.  At 
times, this might lead to tough conversations, but you have to be 
prepared for these - and they’re likely to lead to a better outcome 
for all concerned.” 

It can be difficult for founders and investors to move from the 
‘courting phase’ at the beginning of the deal process to having 
the open and critical conversations that often occur in the 
investment phase. Successful partnerships tend to be overt around  
this ‘switch’ in behaviour and decide collectively to move from 
‘originating the deal’ to exploring ‘what specifically needs to be 
done to make the deal work’.

Defining governance and decision-making processes

Many founder-led businesses experience a greater need for 
governance and decision-making processes as they transition 
into an institutionally backed ownership structure. Some founder-
led businesses operate highly effectively by making decisions 
informally over dinner and are comfortable with relatively ad  
hoc communication. 

Bringing on board a new set of shareholders increases the need 
for structure and predictability around decision-making. It needs 
to be clear who makes what decisions and how these decisions are 
reached and communicated. New governance principles should be 
agreed overtly by the new board and may require a redefinition of 
the top-level structure, reporting lines, and more formal delegation 
of authority and decision rights. In many cases, this can result in 
founders adopting a more consensus-driven approach, whereby 
they engage a greater spectrum of individuals in their decision-
making. While this can slow down the modus operandi within a 
business initially, it will reduce conflict and confusion later on. 

Identifying “principles” for 
engagement: what makes  
founder transitions effective?
At Tyler Mangan, we have found that while every ownership 
transition is unique, the most successful transitions are 
managed carefully and overtly, with active engagement from all 
shareholders. Often, effective transitions are based around:

“�It�takes�great�sensitivity�and�
empathy�from�the�investor’s�side��
to�approach�negotiations�and�
planning�sessions�with��
business�founders.”�
Lewis�Bantin,�Investment�Manager�of�ECI

“�Effective�management�of�ownership�
transitions�requires�that�all�parties��
feel�comfortable�to�voice�their��
opinions�and�concerns.”�
Anthony�Bellau,�Investment�Manager�at�August�Equity
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Outlining clear roles and individual responsibilities

Many founders are used to being involved in all parts of their 
business at all times. For many, letting go is difficult as historically 
they may not have had the support beneath them to pick up 
the slack. As founders transition out of an operational role and 
undertake more in an advisory capacity, their new remit must be 
defined overtly. This ensures that individuals promoted or hired 
to fulfil some of the founders’ previous responsibilities will have 
the room to put their stamp on the business and leverage their 
expertise without potentially destructive interference from  
the founders.

According to Lewis Bantin at ECI, clarifying roles also ensures that 
“the baby is not thrown out with the bathwater” as founders take 
more of a step back. It is critical to understand where a founder 
adds the most value to his business,” he explains. “Founders often 
want to have the opportunity to focus on what they do best and 
add maximum value to their businesses without the distractions of 
constantly being pulled into operational detail.”

We have found that, within many new ownership structures, 
roles can lack clarity. Establishing ‘contract-like’ job specifications 
will help to minimise confusion and conflict later on and make it  
easier to integrate new players into the business effectively. 

Ensuring sustainability by planning for succession

Steve Gandy, CEO and Founder of Meeting Zone (backed by 
GMT Communication Partners), explains: “As a business founder, 
it is essential to ensure that you build a strong team around you 
and ensure that the business can grow beyond your reach. You 
don’t want to be running your business as a one-man show. This 
requires succession planning not only for the founders, but for all 
key roles within the business.” 

Richard Prosser, Chairman of CarTrawler (backed by ECI) adds 
that effective succession planning within founder-led businesses 
is often done well ahead of the actual ownership transition: “I have 
worked with businesses that addressed succession issues two to 
three years before the actual deal. This gave them time to groom 
and prepare their successors and test if the business could be 
successful under new leadership.”

Lewis Bantin of ECI points towards the importance of managing 
key man risk within this context: “It is almost impossible to 
replace the passion, focus and enthusiasm many founders have.  
One needs to be creative about bringing additional skills into the 
business as the founder transitions roles. It might take several 
individuals to do the job previously done by the founder alone.”

Safeguarding the legacy and culture  

Founder-led businesses often have a strong ethos and a defined 
organisational culture. When bringing new people into the 
business to support founders in growing the organisation, it 
is essential to ensure that they are aware of the ethos and can 
navigate their way within the business. They are required to be 
forceful in driving change and bringing their expertise into the  
fold without undermining or threatening the founder legacy.  
This will ensure that key operators lower down in the organisation, 
as well as customers who are used to the style of the organisation, 
sense continuity and respect for past achievements.

“ Understanding the motivations and objectives of all stakeholders involved in a  
founder-led business is essential to making the deal work. Businesses undergoing  
such transitions should be clear about how they will govern themselves, what key 
individuals will focus on and how success will be measured. Every situation is different 
but an overt and careful approach to aligning the organisational structure, management 
processes and key measures with the ambitions of all those involved is critical.”
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About Tyler Mangan 

Tyler Mangan, a specialist leadership consultancy, 
focuses on supporting substantial transitions 
within organisations to ensure that businesses 
perform and grow in times of turmoil and 
aggressive target setting. We provide management 
due diligence and portfolio support services and 
have particular expertise working with private 
equity backed organisations. In this capacity 
have supported over 30 transactions since our 
inception in 2009. Specifically, our track record 
and expertise allows us to focus on:

• Management profiling 
• Board audits
• Team composition and dynamics
• Role and responsibility definition
• Governance and decision making
• Organisational and individual target and objective setting

We would be delighted to tell you more about our work and  
to introduce you to some of our clients who can describe  
what we do much more eloquently than we can.

For further information please contact Jana Klimecki at: 
T: +44 (0) 207 492 1969 
E: jana@tylermangan.com
F: +44 (0) 207 492 1803 
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